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"I could not stop reading! This read is brilliant. If you are a current fan of J. R. Ward and have read

The Brotherhood Series, then these books are for you. Great Suspense, Drama and sex all rolled

into a package that I T Lucas writes seamlessly... I am waiting for the next installment impatiently

just as I do for the Brotherhood Series.""I love this series!!! From the beginning to this point I have

waited excitedly for each new addition! I particularly enjoyed this book because it brought all the

previous story lines together in a way the anticipation would not let me stop reading until I had

completed this addition to the series! I am excited for the next release and can't wait but I guess I

have no choice in the waiting part! Awesome series and very well written! I have recommended it to

my friends and family as a must read so they can have the opportunity to enjoy this series as much

as I have!"On board the Anna, Amanda suspects that something fishy is going on. But when her

investigation of the peculiar all-female Russian crew fails to uncover anything other than more

speculation, she decides it's time to stop playing detective and face her real problemâ€”a man she

shouldn't want but can't live without.Will Amanda find a way to reconcile her feelings for Dalhu? Will

Dalhu find a way to redeem himself in Amanda's eyes? Will Andrew find Bhathian's long-lost lover

and child?Amanda and Dalhu's story culminates in Dark Enemy Redeemed, and the characters

embark on a new adventure in Book 7: Dark Warrior EnthralledKIAN AND SYSSI'S STORYBook

1--Dark Stranger The DreamBook 2--Dark Stranger RevealedBook 3--Dark Stranger

ImmortalAMANDA'S STORYBook 4--Dark Enemy TakenBook 5--Dark Enemy CaptiveBook 6--Dark

Enemy RedeemedANDREW'S STORYBook 7-- Dark Warrior MineBook 8-- Dark Warrior's

PromiseComing soon:Book 9-- Dark Warrior's Destiny
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I could not stop reading! This read is brilliant. If you are a current fan of J. R. Ward and have read

The Brotherhood Series, then these books are for you. Great Suspense, Drama and sex all rolled

into a package that I T Lucas writes seamlessly. I did it the long way around and bought each

Volume separately, it's best to buy the Book Bundle. I am waiting for the next installment impatiently

just as I do for the Brotherhood Series.

>Book Review â€“ Dark Enemy Redeemed>I am an independent reviewer. This is the 6th book in

the Children of the gods series and ends in an HEA for one couple, while a new Dormant is

introduced. Amanda and Dalhu have their happy ever after, after Dalhu accepts a torture to atone

for being involved in the death of Mark back in book one. Amanda convinces herself she needs

Dalhu to submit to this type of punishment in order to forgive him, yet is awash in guilt over the pain

he will endure. I am glad Amandaâ€™s story is over. She is not a pleasant character to read

about.>Andrew hooks up with the clanâ€™s doc, but instead of his love, she is just a hook up. There

is a bit more humor in this book with Kianâ€™s bachelor party. The most disappointing thing was the

wedding between Kian and Syssi. For such beloved characters, the event was totally glossed over.

The anticipation for this wedding has been 2 books long, but other than the funny song Kian and

Syssi march down the aisle to, no other details or feelings are shared.>There are new story lines

and characters introduced, involving Andrew. No new progress was made with the enemy story line.

This book is appropriate for an adult audience. I am giving the book 4 stars.

Simply the best--so far ðŸ˜‰. Syssi and Kian are planning their wedding, Amanda is struggling with

her conscience, and Andrew is having fun with Bridget while investigating the disappearance of the

mysterious Patriciaâ€”the alleged mother of Bhathian's child.Despite this book being significantly

longer than the others, I got into the story so much that I was shocked when it ended. I already miss



the characters. Hopefully, I won't have to wait for number 7 for as long as for this one--though it was

certainly worth the wait. Absolutely fantastic! A must read!ðŸ‘•

All I can say is please hurry with the next book. I read all the books so far that was available in this

series in two days. Could not put them down and had to have the next one. The sex scenes are

good but not made to be the highlight of the books. There is a very good story of love and power in

each book. I cried when Dulha took his punishment so he could be redeemed, This whole series is

captivating and unforgettable. Please, make the next book available soon. Great read and fantastic

writing.

Well I did not expect this ending to this part of the series. It was amazingly well thought out and it

gave a really nice segway into the next portion of the series which will included Warrior.Amanda and

Dalhu are fighting for their relationship and even though it seems impossible there is still the

feelings, hopes, and thoughts there. I appreciate the keep fighting attitude of this heroine and realize

that she also is a bit of petulant child. I thought perhaps it was because she was suffering hard

times in dark enemy : taken, but she really is just a spoiled princess.I appreciate one of the lines in

the book that describes, death and rebirth into the new community. I can't wait to see more of this

series!!!!!

I liked the story of Amada and her faited mate being from opposite sides of the family . I also like

this series and will continue with the next book .the only thing that could have made it better would

have beenif the minor grammar but no biggie . I still enjoyed it very much . I would recommend

reading the books in their order otherwise it will leave you confused and unsatisfied.

I love this series!!! From the beginning to this point I have waited excitedly for each new addition! I

particularly enjoyed this book because it brought all the previous story lines together in a way the

anticipation would not let me stop reading until I had completed this addition to the series! I am

excited for the next release and can't wait but I guess I have no choice in the waiting part! Awesome

series and very well written! I have recommended it to my friends and family as a must read so they

can have the opportunity to enjoy this series as much as I have!

i like the world ms lucas has created in this series. she brings an aspect of humanitys history as a

plausible occurence. and the way this race of immortals manipulate our very way of life. i am looking



forward to the next installment and hope bhatians story is as great as kian and amandas!! wow love

it!!
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